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4 Air Pollution Meteorology 3 oscillations associated with the annual vegetation cycle (see website1).The amount of
sulfur dioxide (SO2) may vary due to volcanic eruptions into the upper.

Preliminary programs, registration, hotel, and general information will be posted on the AMS Web site https:
Emphasizing the academic and research strength of AMS, the theme connects the research and application
aspects of Applications in Air Pollution Meteorology to the benefits that society gains from better
communication of our science. Topics Covered Papers for this conference are solicited on topics associated
with ALL aspects of air pollution meteorology. In particular, we would like to encourage the submission of
papers on transport and dispersion modeling systems, air pollution and atmospheric chemistry, urban
meteorology and dispersion, and regional to global scale transport and dispersion. Studies of interest range
from the microscale to the global scale and include field and laboratory measurements, instrumentation,
theoretical studies, numerical modeling, evaluation studies, and applications. This year the conference is
organizing sessions on the following topics: This topic the communication of uncertainty of atmospheric
dispersion modeling results. Measurements and standards in air pollution meteorology including studies
characterizing the impacts of new EPA standards. We encourage submissions on advancements in measuring
and modeling air pollution sources to demonstrate regulatory compliance. Advancements and needs in
dispersion modeling including: Improved modeling and prediction of weather and dispersion in mountainous
and complex terrain. Modeling of other complex phenomena such as dense gas clouds, building downwash,
and other source effects e. Joint Sessions This year the conference is organizing joint sessions on the following
topics: Other key issues include the effects of boundary layer and land surface processes on air quality, the
impact of clouds and precipitation on air quality, and modeling processes across scales. A second joint session
with the Committee on Atmospheric Chemistry will be held on the topic of atmospheric bioaerosols such as
airborne bacteria, fungal spores, pollen, and other bioparticles. These aerosols can cause or enhance human,
animal, and plant diseases and can influence weather by serving as nuclei for cloud droplets, ice crystals, and
precipitation. This session is concerned with the general characterization of bioaerosols and more specifically
with the measurement and modeling of their: A joint session will be hosted in collaboration with the AMS
Board on the Urban Environment on the topic of air pollution meteorology in the urban environment. The
focus of this joint session will be on transport and dispersion, effects of turbulence, the boundary layer,
stability, and chemistry in the urban canopy. Papers are requested that present examples of air pollution
meteorological studies used by meteorological consultants. Focus should be on the types of models and
analysis and the key scientific issues that were addressed. A joint session on Air Pollution Meteorological
studies in coastal environments. This travel allowance award is designed to cover registration fees,
transportation costs, food and lodging for students presenting poster or oral papers at the Air Pollution
Meteorology Conference. Please note that this student presenter travel allowance is not the same as an AMS
travel grant. For more information on student funding grants, see the AMS web site: To be considered for an
award, the applicant should prepare a short written statement no more than one page declaring their financial
need and circumstance, relevance of their research to the conference, how they will benefit from attending the
conference, and a copy of their abstract for the meeting. For additional information please contact the program
chairperson s , Dr. Jeff Weil weil ucar. Steven Hanna stevenrogershanna gmail. Erik Kabela kabelaed ornl.
Successful communication requires active engagement â€” not only thinking about what, when, where, how,
why, and to whom we speak but also carefully listening to better understand and respond appropriately.
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Air pollution meteorology deals with meteorological processes occurring close to the earth's surface, including the
effects of meteorology on air pollutants and the effects of pollutants on meteorology.

Parhelion sundog in Savoie The ability to predict rains and floods based on annual cycles was evidently used
by humans at least from the time of agricultural settlement if not earlier. Early approaches to predicting
weather were based on astrology and were practiced by priests. Cuneiform inscriptions on Babylonian tablets
included associations between thunder and rain. In BC, Aristotle wrote Meteorology. At other times, it travels
in crooked lines, and is called forked lightning. The Greek scientist Theophrastus compiled a book on weather
forecasting, called the Book of Signs. The work of Theophrastus remained a dominant influence in the study
of weather and in weather forecasting for nearly 2, years. He describes the meteorological character of the sky,
the planets and constellations , the sun and moon , the lunar phases indicating seasons and rain, the anwa
heavenly bodies of rain , and atmospheric phenomena such as winds, thunder, lightning, snow, floods, valleys,
rivers, lakes. Admiral FitzRoy tried to separate scientific approaches from prophetic ones. Rainbow and
Twilight Ptolemy wrote on the atmospheric refraction of light in the context of astronomical observations.
Albert the Great was the first to propose that each drop of falling rain had the form of a small sphere, and that
this form meant that the rainbow was produced by light interacting with each raindrop. He stated that a
rainbow summit can not appear higher than 42 degrees above the horizon. Theoderic went further and also
explained the secondary rainbow. Instruments and classification scales[ edit ] See also: In , Leone Battista
Alberti developed a swinging-plate anemometer , and was known as the first anemometer. In , Johannes
Kepler wrote the first scientific treatise on snow crystals: In , Gabriel Fahrenheit created a reliable scale for
measuring temperature with a mercury-type thermometer. The April launch of the first successful weather
satellite , TIROS-1 , marked the beginning of the age where weather information became available globally.
Atmospheric composition research[ edit ] In , Blaise Pascal rediscovered that atmospheric pressure decreases
with height, and deduced that there is a vacuum above the atmosphere. In , John Dalton defended caloric
theory in A New System of Chemistry and described how it combines with matter, especially gases; he
proposed that the heat capacity of gases varies inversely with atomic weight. In , Sadi Carnot analyzed the
efficiency of steam engines using caloric theory; he developed the notion of a reversible process and, in
postulating that no such thing exists in nature, laid the foundation for the second law of thermodynamics.
Coriolis effect and Prevailing winds In , Christopher Columbus experienced a tropical cyclone, which led to
the first written European account of a hurricane. Gaspard-Gustave Coriolis published a paper in on the energy
yield of machines with rotating parts, such as waterwheels. By , this deflecting force was named the Coriolis
effect. Observation networks and weather forecasting[ edit ] Cloud classification by altitude of occurrence
This "Hyetographic or Rain Map of the World " was first published by Alexander Keith Johnston. History of
surface weather analysis In the late 16th century and first half of the 17th century a range of meteorological
instruments was invented â€” the thermometer , barometer , hydrometer , as well as wind and rain gauges. In
the s natural philosophers started using these instruments to systematically record weather observations.
Scientific academies established weather diaries and organised observational networks. The collected data
were sent to Florence at regular time intervals. Thus early meteorologists attempted to correlate weather
patterns with epidemic outbreaks, and the climate with public health. But there were also attempts to establish
a theoretical understanding of weather phenomena. Edmond Halley and George Hadley tried to explain trade
winds. They reasoned that the rising mass of heated equator air is replaced by an inflow of cooler air from
high latitudes. A flow of warm air at high altitude from equator to poles in turn established an early picture of
circulation. Frustration with the lack of discipline among weather observers, and the poor quality of the
instruments, led the early modern nation states to organise large observation networks. Thus by the end of the
18th century meteorologists had access to large quantities of reliable weather date. To make frequent weather
forecasts based on these data required a reliable network of observations, but it was not until that the
Smithsonian Institution began to establish an observation network across the United States under the
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leadership of Joseph Henry. The following year a system was introduced of hoisting storm warning cones at
principal ports when a gale was expected. Over the next 50 years many countries established national
meteorological services. The India Meteorological Department was established to follow tropical cyclone and
monsoon. The Australian Bureau of Meteorology was established by a Meteorology Act to unify existing state
meteorological services. He described how small terms in the prognostic fluid dynamics equations that govern
atmospheric flow could be neglected, and a numerical calculation scheme that could be devised to allow
predictions. Richardson envisioned a large auditorium of thousands of people performing the calculations.
However, the sheer number of calculations required was too large to complete without electronic computers,
and the size of the grid and time steps used in the calculations led to unrealistic results. Though numerical
analysis later found that this was due to numerical instability. Starting in the s, numerical forecasts with
computers became feasible. These climate models are used to investigate long-term climate shifts, such as
what effects might be caused by human emission of greenhouse gases. Weather forecasting Meteorologists are
scientists who study meteorology. In the United States, meteorologists held about 9, jobs in Some radio and
television weather forecasters are professional meteorologists, while others are reporters weather specialist,
weatherman, etc.
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Air Pollution Meteorology Air Pollution Meteorology â€¢Air Pollution Transport by Convection Adiabatic Lapse Rate
Atmospheric Stability Air Parcel Buoyancy â€¢Chimney Plumes.

The opinions, findings, and conclusions are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the
Environmental Protection Agency. Every attempt has been made to represent the present state of the art as
well as subject areas still under evaluation. Any mention of products or organizations does not constitute
endorsement by the United States Environmental Protection Agency. Instruction provides the trainee with a
knowledge of the effects of meteorology on air pollution. Discussipns Iconcern sources of meteorological
information and the availability of addi- tional professional assistance. This training manual has been specially
prepared for the trainees attending this course and should not be included in reading lists or periodicals as
generally available. Much of the program is now conducted by an on-site contractor, Northrop Services, Inc. A
full-time professional staff is responsible for the design, development, and presentation of these courses. In
addition the services of scientists, engineers, and specialists from other EPA programs, governmental
agencies, industries, and universities are used to augment and reinforce the Institute staff in the development
and presentation of technical material. Individual course objectives and desired learning outcomes are
delineated to meet specific program needs through training. Subject matter areas covered include air pollution
source studies, atmospheric dispersion, and air quality management. Schueneman Program Manager K Chief.
This transfer of energy from the sun to the earth and its atmosphere is by radi- ation of heat by electromagnetic
waves. The-radiation from the sun has its peak of energy transmission in the visible range 0. Some of this
radiation is reflected from the tops of clouds and from the land and water surfaces of the earth. This
reflectivity is greatest in the visible range of wavelengths. When light or radiation passes through a volume
containing particles whose diameter is smaller than the wavelength of the light, scattering of a pprtion of this
light takes j? Sunlight, near sunrise and sunset, when passing through a greater path-length of the atmos- phere
appears more red due to the in- creased scattering of shorter wave lengths. Absorption of solar radiation by
some of the gases in the atmosphere notably water vapor also takes place. Water vapor, al- though comprising
only 3 per cent of the atmosphere, on the average absorbs about six times as much solar radiation as all other
gases combined. The gases of the atmosphere absorb some wave length regions of this radiation. Carbon
dioxide absorbs strongly between 13 and Because of the absorption of much more of the terres- trial radiation
by the atmosphere than of the solar radiation, some of the heat energy of the earth is conserved. This is the
"greenhouse " effect. Figure 1 shows as a function of latitude the amount of solar radiation absorbed by the
earth and atmosphere compared to the long wave radiation leaving the atmosphere. The sine of the latitude is
used as abscissa to represent area. It can be seen that if there were no transfer of heat poleward, the equitorial
regions would continue to heat up and the polar regions continue to cool. Since the temperatures remain nearly
the same for various areas of the earth, such a transfer does take place. The required transfer of heat across
various latitudes is given in Table 1. This causes changes in the location of the polar front and perturbations
along the front. The migrating cyclones and anticyclones re- sulting, play an important part in the heat
exchange, transferring heat northward both as a sensible heat and also latent heat. Also a small amount of heat
is transferred pole- ward by the ocean currents. This thermal driving force is the main cause of atmos- pheric
motion on the earth. The rotation of the earth modifies this motion but does not cause it since the atmosphere
essen- tially rotates with the earth. The portion of the earth near the equator acts as a heat source and the polar
regions as a heat sink. The atmosphere functions as a heat engine transforming the potential energy of heat
difference between tropics and poles to kinetic energy of motion which transports heat poleward from source
to sink. If the earth did not rotate, rising air above the equator would move poleward aloft where in giving up
some of its heat would sink and return toward the equator as a surface current. Since the earth does rotate, the
Coriolis force to be discussed in the section on wind deflects winds in the northern hemisphere to the right.
Therefore flow from the tropics toward the poles become more westerly and flow from the poles toward the
equator tends to become easterly. The result is that most of the motion is around the earth zonal with less than
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one-tenth of the motion be- tween poles and equator. The temperature may de- crease with height or it may
actually in- crease with height inversion. This region is the lower troposphere and is the region of most interest
in air pollution meteorology. The stratosphere is a region with isothermal or slight inver- sion lapse rates. The
layer of transition between the troposphere and stratosphere is called the tropopause. The tropopause varies in
height from about 8 to 20 km. Figures 3 and 4 indicate typical temperature variations with height for two
latitudes for summer and winter in the troposphere and lower stratosphere. A rough indication of the variation
of temperature with height including the high atmosphere is shown in Figure 5. How- ever the influence of
continents and oceans have considerable effects on modifying temperatures. The continents have more
extreme temperatures becoming warmer in summer and colder in winter, whereas the oceans maintain a more
moderate temper- ature year-round. The stability of the atmosphere is highly dependent upon the vertical
distribution of temperature with height. If this expansion takes place without loss or gain of heat to the parcel,
the change is adiabatic. Similarly a parcel of air forced downward in the atmosphere will encounter higher
pressures, will contract and will be- come warmer. This rate of cooling with lifting or heating with descent is
the dry adiabatic process lapse rate and is 5. This process lapse rate is the rate of heating or cooling of any
descending or rising parcel of air in the atmosphere and should not be confused with the existing temperature
variation with height at any one time, the environmental lapse rate. Environmental or Prevailing Lapse Rate
The manner in which temperature changes with height at any one time is the prevailing lapse rate. This is
principally a function of the temperature of the air and of the surface over which it is moving and the rate of
exchange of heat between the two. For example, dur- ing clear days in midsummer the ground will be rapidly
heated by solar radiation resulting in rapid heating of the layers of the atmosphere nearest the surface, but
further aloft the atmosphere will remain relatively unchanged. If the temperature decreases more rapidly wit h
height than the dry adiabatic lapse rate, the air has a super-adiabatic or strong lapse rate and the air is unstable.
If a parcel of air is forced upwards it will cool at the adiabatic lapse rate, but will still be warmer than the
environmental air. Thus it will continue to rise. Similarly, a parcel which is forced downward will heat dry
adiabatically but will remain cooler than the environment and will continue to sink. For environmental lapse
rates that decrease with height at a rate less than the dry adia- batic lapse rate sub-adiabatic or weak lapse a
lifted parcel will be cooler than the envir- onment and will sink; a descending parcel will be warmer than the
environment and will rise. Figure 6 shows the relative relation between the environmental lapse rates of
super-adiabatic strong lapse , sub- adiabatic weak lapse , isothermal, and inversion with the dry adiabatic
process lapse rate as dashed lines. Descending motion subsidence may occur to compensate for the lateral
spreading of air in high pressure areas. The temper- ature of the atmosphere is below the boiling point of
water, yet water is volatile enough to evaporate change from liquid to gas or sublimate change from solid to
gas at atmospheric temperatures and pressures. Condensation or crystallization of water vapor in the
atmosphere as clouds and on the ground as dew or frost is common- place. Certainly, water in the form of
clouds, fog, and precipitation are familiar elements of weather and the latter one necessary for agriculture and
supplies of ground water. In the atmosphere, saturation frequently occurs due to the adiabatic cooling of lifted
air parcels until the dew point for the lower pressure is reached. WINDS Wind is nothing more than air in
motion and although it is a motion in three dimensions, usually only the horizontal component is considered in
terms of direction and speed. The Coriolis force is at right angles to the wind velocity, to the right in the
northern hemisphere and to the left in the southern hemisphere, is proportional to the wind velocity, and
decreases with latitude. The other force is the pressure gradient force, with direction from high to low
pressure. For curved isobars the forces are not in balance, their resul- tant producing a centripetal acceleration.
The balance of forces under Frictional flow is shown in Figure 8. It will be noted that under frictional flow the
wind has a component across the isobars toward lower pressure. The low pressure systems in the atmospheric
circulation are related to perturbations along the jet stream the region of strongest horizontal temperature
gradient in the upper troposphere and con- IVfeteorologic Fundamentals sequently the region of strongest
winds and form along frontal surfaces separating masses of air having different temperature and moisture
characteristics. The forma- tion of a low pressure system is accompan- ied by the formation of a wave on the
front consisting of a warm front and a cold front both moving around the low in a counterclockwise sense. The
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life cycle of a typical cyclone is shown in Figure 9. The cold front is a transition zone between warm and cold
air where the cold air is moving in over the area previously occupied by warm air. Figure 10 illustrates a
vertical cross section though both a warm and a cold front. Air masses are classified as maritime or continental
according to origin over the ocean or land, and arctic, polar, or tropical depending principally on the latitude of
origin. Air masses are modified by vertical motions and by the effects of radiation upon the surfaces over
which they move. Large hygroscopic nuclei will con- dense water vapor upon them even before saturation is
reached. Table 2 indicates the relative sizes of different particles. At below freezing temperatures supercooled
water frequently exists for few nuclei act as crystallization nuclei. Of course, only a small proportion of all
clouds produce rain. It is necessary that the droplets increase in Meteorologic Fundamentals size both so that
they will have appreciable fall velocity and also so that complete evap- oration of the drop will not occur
before it reaches the ground. Table 3 indicates the distance of fall for different size drops before evaporation
occurs. Growth of con- densation drops into drops large enough to fall is thought to originate with the large
condensation nuclei which grow larger as they drop through the cloud. The presence of an electric field in
clouds generally helps the growth into raindrops. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. Wiley, New York,
Introduction to Meteoro- logy. McGraw-Hill, New York, 2nd ed. Climates of the United States. Seminar on
Human Biometeo- rology. Public Health Service Pub. Radius microns 1 10 Distance of Fall 3. This is of
considerable use to the meteorologist in determining freezing levels, condensation levels of moisture in lifted
air parcels, forecasting cloud bases and tops, deter- mining stability for cloud formation and thunderstorm
forecasting. To the air pollution meteorologist a sounding plotted on an adiabatic chart is principally useful to
determine the large scale stability of the atmosphere over a given location.
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Air pollution meteorology covers boundary layer scaling, pre-processing meteorological data, air quality management,
urban meteorology, and atmospheric chemistry (oxides of nitrogen are central to ozone chemistry) with accounts of
typical air pollution episodes and a brief dictionary of air pollutants.

When the layer from 6â€”8 kilometres 4â€”5 miles designated A-B descends dry adiabatically , the result is
the inversion seen near the ground at 1â€”2 kilometres 1â€”1 mile C-D. Klagenfurter Becken in December
This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. December Learn how and when to remove this template
message Given the right conditions, the normal vertical temperature gradient is inverted such that the air is
colder near the surface of the Earth. This can occur when, for example, a warmer, less-dense air mass moves
over a cooler, denser air mass. This type of inversion occurs in the vicinity of warm fronts , and also in areas
of oceanic upwelling such as along the California coast in the United States. With sufficient humidity in the
cooler layer, fog is typically present below the inversion cap. An inversion is also produced whenever
radiation from the surface of the earth exceeds the amount of radiation received from the sun, which
commonly occurs at night, or during the winter when the angle of the sun is very low in the sky. This effect is
virtually confined to land regions as the ocean retains heat far longer. In the polar regions during winter,
inversions are nearly always present over land. A warmer air mass moving over a cooler one can "shut off"
any convection which may be present in the cooler air mass. This is known as a capping inversion. Such
capping inversions typically precede the development of tornadoes in the Midwestern United States. In this
instance, the "cooler" layer is actually quite warm, but is still denser and usually cooler than the lower part of
the inversion layer capping it. Subsidence inversion[ edit ] An inversion can develop aloft as a result of air
gradually sinking over a wide area and being warmed by adiabatic compression, usually associated with
subtropical high-pressure areas. As this layer moves over progressively warmer waters, however, turbulence
within the marine layer can gradually lift the inversion layer to higher altitudes, and eventually even pierce it,
producing thunderstorms, and under the right circumstances, tropical cyclones. The accumulated smog and
dust under the inversion quickly taints the sky reddish, easily seen on sunny days. A Fata Morgana or mirage
of a ship is due to an inversion Winter smoke in Shanghai , China , with a clear border-layer for the vertical
air-spread Inversion-created smog in Nowa Ruda, Poland, Temperature inversion stops atmospheric
convection which is normally present from happening in the affected area and can lead to the air becoming
stiller and murky from the collection of dust and pollutants that are no longer able to be lifted from the
surface. This can become a problem in cities where many pollutants exist. Inversion effects occur frequently in
big cities such as:
Chapter 5 : Air Pollution | Weather Underground
Air Pollution Meteorology. The Air Pollution Meteorology Section's primary responsibilities are to evaluate the air quality
impacts of emissions from local sources and out-of-state sources contributing to long-range transport, to produce
technical analyses of existing air quality problems and alternative control strategies, to produce daily air quality forecasts
for the public, and provide.

Chapter 6 : Air Pollution Meteorology and Dispersion - S. Pal Arya - Oxford University Press
Air Pollution Meteorology This course is designed fÂ«jr engineers and professional personnel responsible forjmeasuring
air pollution levels or for measuring and evaluating meteorological para- meters which affect the diffusion and
concentration of pollutants in the atmosphere.

Chapter 7 : Air Pollution Meteorology : Air Pollution Training Institute Course
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Chapter 7 Meteorology and Air Pollution The earth's atmosphere is about miles deep. That thickness and volume
sometimes are suggested to be enough to dilute.

Chapter 8 : Air Pollution Meteorology and Dispersion - Hardcover - S. Pal Arya - Oxford University Press
AIR POLLUTION METEOROLOGY Atmospheric thermodynamics Atmospheric stability Boundary layer development
Effect of meteorology on plume dispersion ATMOSPHERE Pollution cloud is interpreted by the chemical composition
and physical characteristics of the atmosphere Concentration of gases in the atmosphere varies from trace levels to very
high levels.

Chapter 9 : APTI Course Si Basic Air Pollution Meteorology Student Guidebook
Description. Air Pollution Meteorology and Dispersion provides a concise yet thorough review of the basic theories,
models, experiments, and observations of pollutant dispersal in the atmosphere.
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